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The Caregiver’s Connection is a publication designed exclusively for caregivers. Our aim is to provide a
variety of information, articles and resources speci�c to caregivers, so they can learn about the most up-to-

date news and happenings in the industry. It is published and distributed quarterly.

We encourage you to share this newsletter with your colleagues. You can subscribe to our newsletter or
view the blog and our services by visiting phaneuf.net.

 

 

Virtual HFA Event Set for Thursday, Nov. 12 

http://b.marketingautomation.services/click/308468386/phaneuf.net/?p=SeAEFtrhf7ZXo-DC_TaVBVDOSPqEdszSIWGr4IHWTpRJEkfzWIKXyBFuriT6rEFfCAoyaImXjgvq_904k6sNSLnEhKoION_CuKfWVpjnPbDE6GrBUxTU9VtuRmO-WACWdmRdGsK0g0Vbkpn_C4Vg5cwWYLmt_UoD-GV7pywPSEaOd0MG47wF28XPpEHTzBGN_dh5ifWEwm5JDxWVVToxejmovgUoEKqo1Ej6FD987bc=


Intimacy and Sexuality program: how to sensitively address these issues 

The needs of intimacy and sexuality exist throughout our life. While research shows terminally ill patients
have these needs, those feelings are often unacknowledged by professional caregivers and even loved
ones. Bringing relief to patients is a primary function of caregivers, including around these sensitive topics.

The annual Hospice Foundation of America’s Living with Grief® program’s topic this year is Intimacy and
Sexuality During Illness and Loss, a subject many patients care deeply about but may be afraid or
embarrassed to talk about unless prompted by a caregiver.

The virtual program is scheduled for 10 a.m. to noon on Thursday, Nov. 12. As in past years, we are happy
to cover the cost of the program and the two Continuing Education credits for attendees. The credits will be
available online directly through the HFA after the program. Please RSVP here.

The program’s companion book, “Intimacy and Sexuality During Illness and Loss,” is edited by Kenneth J.
Doka and Amy S. Tucci. Doka spoke to the Caregivers Connection about the importance of helping hospice
patients explore their feelings of intimacy and sexuality.

“Often, we don’t talk about the things that really matter, because we feel we’re intruding on private
matters,” says Doka, also a presenter in the program video. “We’re hardwired for intimacy as human beings
and we’re sexual creatures. There’s some anxiety and embarrassment around these subjects because we’re
intruding on private matters. … The key is talking to someone without embarrassment.”

Intimacy is still important, even while partners/spouses are ailing. The program o�ers you tools for starting
these conversations tactfully with patients, answering their questions, and o�ering ways they can still have
intimacy in their lives, such as:

Use active listening skills and attentive behavior; assure them they are being heard.
Communicate authenticity and empathize.
Foster an open environment for sharing that emboldens patients and families to bring up subjects
that are important to them.
Maintain an open, receptive attitude.
Use an open-ended approach to provide an opportunity for conversation.
Reframe sexual concerns as common, appropriate health conditions.

The program also identi�es barriers to intimacy and sexuality, and emphasizes the knowledge and skills
professional caregivers must have to sensitively address these issues. It also suggests intervention to help
dying and bereaved people address these elemental human needs.

“We literally need intimacy to survive,” Doka added.

The human desire for intimacy and sexuality doesn’t disappear with age. The feedback from patients who
had “the talk” with caregivers is overwhelmingly positive, Doka said. 

“We can have these discussions with sensitivity,” he added.

RSVP here and share this link with any colleagues you think would be interested in attending.
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Knowledge, skills and attitude toward sexuality and aging

“There’s no expiration date on sex,” wrote author Joan Price. This sentiment continually inspires the work of
Dr. Jane Fleishman.

Fleishman, a Certi�ed Sexuality Educator, recently presented a fascinating talk on sex, aging and dementia
for Benchmark Senior Living, and we thought she would be a timely resource for the Caregivers
Connection.

“Older adults often �nd sexual satisfaction later in life because the issues of performance are no longer as
great; the issues of ‘What do I look like to you?’ are not as great. There’s more scarring, sags and wrinkles,”
Fleishman said. “There are many people in their 80s and 90s at my trainings, and someone recently pointed
out a woman in the audience at age 94 who had three boyfriends. ‘Way to go!’”

While sexuality doesn’t necessarily fade after menopause or after our sexual organs are no longer in peak
physical condition, the mental challenges related to aging can be obstacles. Dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease, for instance, raise the need for assistance from caregivers and partners/spouses.

“Much of my work includes training caregivers. … It doesn’t matter what your degree is in, often people
have their own discomfort with discussing sexuality with older adults. Part of it, these are their elders. You
think about your grandmother, and it makes it di�cult to talk about it. My own dad wanted to talk to me.
‘I’m a sex educator, and you’re my dad, but I do not want to have this conversation,’” Flesihman said.

She approaches educating caregivers on this topic with the letters KSA:

K is for knowledge, as they may not have all the knowledge they need.
S is for skills. They may not feel skilled with this subject. You can practice talking about sexuality
issues with a friend or colleague.
The most critical, she said, is A, which stands for attitude and the ability to be asked.

“Caregivers have open hearts and are less likely to judge,” Fleishman said. “Even if a resident or patient or
client has a question you can’t immediately answer, the �rst thing I suggest is, acknowledge the patient’s
ability to be open to you and thank them. People ask me questions all the time, as they’re afraid to ask
someone else.”

Fleishman said it’s important caregivers are given the tools to have these conversations with patients. This
includes inviting a sex educator to speak with caregivers, patients, and administrators. “I believe in open-
ended questions. ‘How ready are you for change?” she said.

Another important tactic is not starting conversations with the negative, such as an increase in STDs in
senior communities. She’s found beginning with the positive, such as discussing the importance of intimacy
between partners and the joys of solo sex, work best.

“There’s no expiration on loving,” she added.

 

 



Caregiving in a Pandemic
November is National Family Caregivers Month, and the Caregiver Action Network o�ers a Caregiver Help
Desk with various types of free assistance. 

Many caregivers rely on friends, family, or support groups to help them through di�cult times, and to �ght
the isolation so many caregivers feel. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, many family caregivers �nd
that some help that they have relied on—such as in-person support group meetings—is not available,
according to the CAN site. This is at a time when help is needed more than ever.

Caregiver Help Desk connects family caregivers with expert sta� and digital tools to help them �nd answers
to their questions. Caregivers have contacted the Help Desk with �nancial questions, how to �nd virtual
support groups, resources in their local area—or just needing to talk.

Support is available from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. by calling the toll-free number at 1-855-CARE-640 (1-855-227-
3640) or visit and use the chat or email features.

 

 

 

 

Highlighting Veterans During National Hospice and
Palliative Care Month
The National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization and Department of Veterans A�airs program, We
Honor Veterans, trains armed services veterans to assist with hospice patients who are veterans. The
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shared experience and vernacular often builds trust and powerful relationships between the veterans.
Volunteers are a comforting companion to hospice patients, and also o�er support to family members.
Dozens of New Hampshire and Vermont caregiving and health organizations participate in the We Honor
Veterans program.

The We Honor Veterans program better prepares hospices to:

Build professional and organizational capacity to provide quality care for veterans.
Develop and/or strengthen partnerships with the VA and other veteran organizations.
Increase access to hospice and palliative care for veterans in their community.
Network with other hospices across the country to learn about best practice models. 

Training for veteran volunteers includes:

Introduction to Hospice and Palliative Care
Concepts of Death, Dying, and Grief
Communication Skills
Psychosocial and Spiritual Dynamics of Death and Dying
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
Understanding Families and Family Dynamics
Self-Care and Managing Personal Stress 

 

 

Upcoming Events
Editor’s note: Many ongoing events such as seminars, caregiver support groups, community gatherings and other
such events have changed to virtual meetings and webinars with the ongoing pandemic.

HFA’s 2020 Living with Grief® Program: Intimacy and Sexuality During Illness and Loss: 10 a.m. to
noon, Tuesday, Nov. 12; Free program, but must register to receive a link to the free program and credits.

14th Annual Caregiver's Virtual Conference: Tuesday, Nov. 17,
Keynote with Dr. William Brewster, The Caregiver Journey: We're All in This Together

25th Annual Home Care, Hospice and Palliative Alliance of NH Virtual Conference: Thursday, Nov. 18
and Friday, Nov. 19; The Best Care Possible, The Conversation Continues

Virtual End of Life Café - a Time to Talk and Share: 2-3 p.m. on Thursdays, Nov. 19 and Dec. 17; Host:
Aging Resource Center at DHMC, with Cynthia Stadler leading the discussion

Virtual Caregiver Support Group: From 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., the �rst and third Wednesdays of the
month and from 1-2:30 p.m. the second Saturday of the month; Hosted by The Arbors of Bedford (A
Benchmark Community). We are looking at creative ways to continue to support you and your loved ones
while we are also in this unprecedented time of social distancing. Open to all caregivers. Click here to log
on; Meeting ID: 933 827 8968; Mobile: (646) 55808656; Enter code 9338278968# US; For more information,
email Heather Stickney or call (603) 647-9300.
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How to support a child through shared grief

Shared grief over a celebrity dying is not new. Millions of
mourners visited Elvis Presley’s gravesite in Graceland. The tears
for performers like Prince, David Bowie, Kurt Cobain, Marilyn

Local Agency News

Concord BAYADA Hospice Earns Elite Honor
 

BAYADA Hospice in Concord, New Hampshire, has earned the Hospice Honors Elite Award, an exclusive
recognition for hospices that have selected HEALTHCARE�rst as their hospice patient satisfaction survey
partner.

 

Hospice Honors Elite recognizes hospice providers scoring above the HEALTHCARE�rst National
Performance Score on one hundred percent, or on all 24 of the evaluation questions. Only 22% of the
hospice providers recognized earned the prestigious Elite Award.

 

“I could not be more proud of the Concord team,” said BAYADA Hospice Division Director Jessica
DeGrechie. “Hospice is all about providing our patients and caregivers with the best possible experience,
unique to their needs and situations. This award is given to agencies that provide the highest quality of care
from the patient and caregivers’ experience. It doesn’t get more real and true than that. We’re grateful for
the feedback and the recognition.”

Brookhaven Hospice NH Announces New Staff

Leah Sherr, Social Worker: Leah has more than four years of experience, working most recently in an
emergency department where she helped to guide end-of-life care and coordination. 
Laurie MacKinnon, RN: Laurie recently transitioned into the Seacoast territory case manager role
after being the on-call weekend nurse for Brookhaven Hospice for a number of years. Laurie is also a
shamanic energy healing practitioner, which she is able to call upon when providing end-of-life care.
Laurie has 24 years of nursing experience, 15 of those in hospice.
Sheryl Perrin, RN: Sheryl has extensive on-call and hospice leadership experience over the past 15
years in New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
Jennifer Aldrich, RN: Jennifer lives in Portsmouth, and has more than �ve years of acute care,
cardiology and inpatient GIP hospice experience in the Seacoast.

Brookhaven recently opened a new o�ce location in Portsmouth, in addition to its Bedford location.

 

 

Related Blog Posts
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READ MORE

Monroe and Jerry Garcia as well as popular athletes like Kobe
Bryant could create a new ocean. But why do we grieve for
people we hardly know?

 

 

READ MORE

Dos and Don'ts for Posting About Death on
Social Media

An important aspect of serving our customers is continually
updating our facilities and performing maintenance including a
cremation retort.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caregiver resources:

25 Organizations that Take Care of Caregivers 
Keeping Your Job While Caregiving During COVID-19
Six Questions to Ask Your Home Health Aide During the Pandemic
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